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QUESTION 1

Consider this code snippet: 

Which two statements about this code are true? 

A. The system.webview component acts a gateway to a web app by naming the Webview service, 

B. e., DisputeFormService, in the code snippet. 

C. If the web app returns any values, the System.webview component will store them in the outputfromweb variable. 

D. This code snippet supports only one variable as a return value from the web application. When there are multiple
return values, they need to be comma-separated. For example: variable: "outputfromwebl, outputfromweb2 M 

E. The web app returns two values and will store them in the fullname and amount variables, respectively. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

To translate output messages, you created a resource bundle in your skill. The resource bundle contains an
orderConfirmation key with the following message: Thanks {0} for your order. Your order of a {1} is no its way. In your
dialog flow, you have a variable rb of type resourcesBundle defined. In additional, you defined a variable pizzaType
holding the type of the pizza (for example, Salami) and a variable pizzaSize holding the size of the Pizza ( for example ,
large). 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You are writing a dialog flow and you are at the end of the conversation. For the final state, you are not sure whether to
use a return transition or use a next transition that goes to the start of the dialog flow. Which statement is true? 

A. The next and return transitions are the same and you can use them interchangeably. 

B. The return transition goes to the start of the dialog flow and resets all variables, whereas next simply navigates. 

C. The next transition automatically clears variables on navigation, whereas return doesn\\'t. 

D. The next transition can only be used for forward navigation in the flow. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

You have a skill for ordering pizzas. In your experience, you have found that 95% of your customers want a regular
crust and just 5% prefer gluten-free crust. Because so few people are likely to want a gluten-free crust, you don\\'t want
to prompt for that option, but you do want to make it available. Assuming you already have a composite bag entity that
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contains a PizzaCrust entity that has the values "regular" and "gluten free", what would be the simplest way to have
your skill enable a user to order a pizza with a gluten-free crust without the skill prompting the user for that option? 

A. Don\\'t set a prompt for the PizzaCrust entity item. 

B. For the PizzaCrust entity item, set the Extract With property to reference an entity with the single value "gluten free". 

C. In the composite bag, set the PizzaCrust entity item\\'s Prompt for Value property to False. Then, once the the
composite bag is resolved, check if the PizzaCrust entity has a value. If it doesn\\'t, set its value to "regular". 

D. Don\\'t set a prompt for the PizzaCrust entity item and set the Out of Order Extraction property to True. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement is FALSE regarding the core function of a digital assistant and how it could respond to user input? 

A. It is able to automatically route the conversation to another digital assistant if the request can\\'t be handled by the
current digital assistant. 

B. It is able to respond to a user request to exit the current conversation. 

C. It is able to respond to a help request and return a help message, one that can be specific to one of its skills, or to the
digital assistant itself 

D. It is able to route the conversation to the start state of a skill that\\'s managed by the digital assistant. 

Correct Answer: D 
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